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Abstract: - In this paper, an intelligent tutor application is built for Arabic preschool children called Arab 
Handwritten Children Educator (AHCE). AHCE allows Arab children to do practice at anytime and anywhere. 
As an intelligent tutor, the AHCE can automatically check the handwriting errors, such as stroke sequence 
errors, stroke direction error, stroke position error, and extra stroke errors. The AHCE provide a useful 
feedback to Arab children to correct their mistakes. In this paper, attributed mathematics and agents are used to 
locate the handwritten errors. The system applies a fuzzy approach to evaluate Arabic children handwriting.  
Experimental results indicate that the proposed intelligent system successfully detect handwriting strokes errors 
with immediate feedback. 
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1 Introduction 
In a traditional approach of the handwriting 

teaching system, first, the pedagogue should write 
the Arabic character on the whiteboard, and then the 
children must rewrite the handwritten character in 
their copying notes. Finally, the pedagogue try to 
check and verify the handwriting errors in the 
children notebooks and provide a feedback [1]. 
Therefore, the problem of this traditional  
handwriting teaching system is impossible for the 
pedagogue to verify and check every children 
handwriting in the limited time of the lesson [2]. 
Moreover, children often practice incorrect of 
writing for extended periods of time before they are 
detected and corrected. 

Intelligent tutoring system (ITS) [3-5] is smart 
and an intelligent system that helps an educator 
teaching process based on a computer and mobile 
system that uses artificial techniques. The ITS also 
help and assist a tutor through a software interface 
to interact between an artificial system, student, and 
tutor. However, the ITS provide students with a 
suitable way to study at their own way, the ITS 
improve student efficiency and ability to correct 
problems based on their study. The ITS use natural 
language processing [6, 7], unsupervised neural 

network [8], machine learning, fuzzy  [9], multi-
agent systems [10-13], semantic Web [14], ontology 
[15], social and emotional computing, multimedia, 
modeling, gaming and simulation [16], and statistics 
to provide an excellent platform for learning. The 
rapid growth of the internet and mobile technology 
offers a new opportunities and challenges for many 
areas, one of them is teaching handwriting. Many 
researchers had exerted much effort to design and 
improve handwriting learning systems for children.  

Arabic is a kind of Semitic language used widely 
as a mother language of  hundred millions people 
[17]. Countries throughout the Middle East and 
northern and north-eastern Africa, and Traditional  
Arabic use Arabic as the national language [18]. 
The Arabic alphabet consists of twenty eight 
characters shown in Fig. 1. Arabic language has 
many features to assist children to distinguish 
between alphabet characters. The Arabic character 
can be written with one or more strokes, which are 
necessarily sequential. Strokes are sequences of 
points trace between a finger-down and a finger-up 
of a hand on a touch screen. Moreover, the stroke is 
our basic unit and we assume that a stroke belongs 
to one or more characters. Most on-line characters 
consist of a sequence of strokes which can be 
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written in a different order and direction and will 
still represent the same character. 

 

 
Figure 1.Arabic characters 

A computer-based assessment tool proposed by 
[2] that measure a stroke order of the Chinese 
Character handwriting based on gray measure 
scoring help Chinese children when learn how to 
write their characters. Another tool [19, 20] 
proposed an assessment tool to detect types and 
direction when forming Latin alphabets.  The study 
used eight directional codes to represent stroke 
types that identify and classify simple and complex 
straight-line stroke, while more features are needed 
to further distinguish curve lines. A Latin and 
Sinhala e-learning tool proposed by Priyankara et al. 
[21] based on Android that facilitated self-learning 
of the preschool children. The proposed system 
based on a strong theoretical foundation to develop 
cognitive and psychomotor skills such as drawing, 
writing, and learning. The study use algorithms that 
identified the need to teach the child the correct way 
of writing a particular letter without guidance of 
parents. [22] proposed an interactive application on 
a smart device that designed to facilitate and 
encourage preschool children to learn and practice 
Chinese characters. The study built up a special 
relation matrix for each character to detect strokes 
errors and provide a visual feedback. A web-based 
Chinese handwriting system with Automatic 
Feedback and Analysis proposed by Tang et al. [23] 
that allows students to learn Chinese handwriting at 
anytime and anywhere. The proposed system can 
detect and check multiple stroke production errors at 
each time. A computer-based Chinese handwriting 
system proposed by [24] that help Chinese student 
to detect stroke order difficulty  and the total 
number of strokes. The proposed system use 
methods to extract seven feature from Chinese 
characters to detect Chinese handwriting errors. [25, 
26] proposed a graph matching technique to help the 
Chinese student in handwriting. The proposed 

system provides a student a feedback with error 
correction that detects all types of errors and even 
more errors that are complex. 

In this study, we have developed an android 
system called as Arab Handwritten Children 
Educator ‘‘AHCE” for tutoring of handwriting. The 
present paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 
the proposed system. Section 3 describes the 
architecture of the system. Section 4 describes the 
components of the system. Section 5 show results of 
a research study. Finally, conclusions and future 
work are presented in Section 6. 

 
2 AHCE Architecture 

Our proposal, AHCE, is an intelligent mobile 
platform assist Arab children to learn handwriting 
their character. The AHCE system was developed to 
detect handwriting alphabet stroke errors. AHCE 
system accepts points of the written Arabic 
character stroke in x-y coordinate from a digital 
touch device. In next part we will explain AHCE 
architecture. 

The main architecture of AHCE consists of three 
interface components: kid interface, teacher 
interface, teaching interface. Moreover, AHCE 
consist of three agent components: teaching agent, 
feedback agent, evaluation agent. Finally, AHCE 
has one database contain four tables: kid table, 
teacher table, teaching table, feedback table. 
Conceptually, the relationship among the 
components: AHCE interface, AHCE agents and 
AHCE database can be viewed as in Fig. 2. The 
following section details the system architecture 
operating procedure. Based on the system 
architecture, the details of system operation 
procedure are described as follows: 

 
 

- Step 1. Kids log to AHCE system through the 
kid interface. 

- Step 2. If the children have owned a legal 
account in our system, the interface will load his/her 
information; otherwise, the system will add a new 
record into children account table for this learner. 

- Step 3. After successful log in, the system 
automatic go to teaching interface. Now, children 
choose the learning character from the interface. 

- Step 4. The system loads the teaching agent. The 
teaching agent loads some tools for writing, deleting 
and creating new tracer. 

- Step 5. The teaching agent gets the contents of 
learning Arabic alphabet character from the teaching 
table and exhibits them for the children. 

- Step 6. The kids his/her finger on touch screen, 
the system detected the sequence of x-y point 
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coordinate. The Feedback agent has intelligent error 
detection with automatic feedback. 

- Step 7. The automatic feedback return back to 
teaching interface, the feedback show the detecting 
stroke error. 

- Step 8/9/10/11. The feedback agent automatic 
record the type of error in a feedback table. The 
feedback table also gets the record of information 
about children and his/her age, also the educated 
character. Moreover, the feedback children obtain 
information record about a tutor, who teaches these 
children.  

- Step 12.  Tutor log to AHCE system through 
teacher interface. 

- Step 13. If the tutor has owned a legal account 
in our system, the interface will load his/her 
information; otherwise, the system will add a new 
record into tutor account table for this teacher. 

- Step 14. The teacher enters the result to show all 
his/her children performance. 

- Step 15. The evaluation agent obtains all data 
from feedback table. 

- Step 16. The evaluation agent show a statistical 
result about each child and all children related to 
teacher. 

 

 
Figure 2. AHCE system architecture 

 
 

3 AHCE Components 
The Model–view–controller (MVC) [27] is a 

software architectural pattern used to design a 
software system. The AHCE system implementation 
follows the MVC design pattern in which the system 
is divided into the data component and business 
logic using this data (Model), the user interface 
(View).  
4.1 AHCE Interfaces 

4.1.1 Kids interface 

In our work, the main screen of AHCE which 
appears when the system works. Children enter user 
name and password in this screen. The kid interface 
provides a login form Fig. 3 (a) and register screen 
Fig. 3 (b) to interact with children. 

 

  
(a) login screen (b) register screen 

Figure 3. AHCE kid interface 
 

4.1.2 Teaching interface 
The teaching interface provides a friendly learner 

interface to interact with a kid, the interface 
illustrated in Fig. 4(a). Through the teaching 
interface, children can choose between Arabic 
alphabets. Moreover, children put his/her finger on 
screen, and then draw the teaching character shown 
in Fig. 4(b). 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4. AHCE teaching interface 

4.1.3 Teacher Interface 
The teacher interface provides a login and register 

interface to interact with tutor, the interface was 
illustrated in Fig. 5(a,b). Through the teacher 
interface agent, tutor can get a statistical result about 
children performance. 
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(a) login screen (b) register screen 

Figure 5. AHCE teacher interface 

 

4.2 AHCE Database 
The AHCE database contain four main tables: (1) 

teacher table (2) kid table (3) teaching table (4) 
feedback table , our database design was illustrated 
in Fig. 6. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. AHCE database 
 

4.3AHCE Agents 
AHCE is a multi-agent system based on three 

components: learning, feedback, evaluation. Here, 
agents use knowledge and methods to achieve our 
goals. Agents adapted online, learn and improve 
through interaction with the environment. In the 
next part, we will illustrate our intelligent agents. 
 

4.3.1 Teaching agent 

In this part, teaching agent load knowledge data 
from learning table that contained the characteristic 
of the chosen Arabic character. Moreover, teaching 
agent load tools and the interface that interact with 
children. Teaching agent based on five categories 
stroke number , stroke similarity, stroke order, 
stroke direction, and number of dots. 

The first category is stroke number, Arabic 
alphabet characters were classified to four 
classifications based on stroke number. Therefore, 
the classification of Arabic characters were based on 
stroke number to (1) one stroke character such as 
 two strokes character (2) ,(ح،د،ر،س،ص،ع،ل،م،ه،و)
such as (أ،ب،ج،خ،ذ،ز،ض،ط،غ،ف،ك،ن), (3) three 
strokes character such as (ت،ق،ظ،ي), (4) four strokes 
character such as (ث،ش). Alphabet character qaf (ق) 
has three strokes (ٯ) and two dots (.), so any stroke 
more this three strokes is an extra stroke.  

The second category is stroke number, The 
system stored stroke number for each Arabic 
alphabet character.  The main purpose of this stroke 
number was to assist our educational system to 
detect stroke order error and extra stroke error. 
AHCE used a stroke order feature to write any 
Arabic characters correctly. Our AHCE system has 
a stroke counter to detect stroke order and extra 
stroke. Therefore, Arabic alphabet character zah (ظ) 
has two strokes (ط) and (.). Stroke (ط) wrote before 
stroke dot (.). When preschool children wrote stoke 
dot (.) before stroke (ط), the system will give quick 
feedback with stroke order errors detection. Order of 
stroke in Arabic characters illustrated in Fig. 7. 
 

 
Figure 7. Stroke order 

 
The third category is stroke similarity, Arabic 

characters are classified based on similarity of the 
master stroke, stroke similarity shown in Table 1. 
Alphabet characters jeem (ج), hah (ح) and khah (خ) 
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have the same major structure stroke (ح). The 
difference between them is the dot (.) is inside letter 
jeem (ج), the dot (.) above letter khah (خ).  

The fourth category is stroke direction, Any 
character has a special direction to represent each 
stroke, the direction of Arabic alphabet characters. 
Arabic alphabet character zain (ز) has two strokes 
 (ز) and (.).  Preschool children must write stroke (ر)
in a sequence down-left. Stroke (.) should write after 
stroke (ر) and above stroke (ر). When preschool 
children wrote (ر) in an inverse sequence right-up. 
Our AHCE system pop up error message that says 
wrong direction, then remove wrong stroke.  

The Final category is number of dots on 
characters, in Arabic language dots are very 
important to classify alphabet characters. Therefore, 
15 of 28 Arabic letters have one or more dots. The 
Arabic characters (ب،ج،خ،ذ،ز،ض،ظ،غ،ف،ن) have one 
dot. Moreover, the Arabic characters (ت،ق،ي) have 
two dots. Finally, the Arabic characters (ث،ش) have 
three dots. 

 
Table 1. Stroke similarity 

Similar characters Master stroke 
 ٮ ب،ت،ث

 ح ج،ح،خ

 د د،ذ

 ر ر،ز

 س س،ش

 ط ط،ظ

 ص ص،ض

 ع ع،غ

 ٯ ف،ق

 ل ل،ك

 
4.3.2 Feedback agent 

The main part of AHCE system is feedback 
agent, feedback agent is the brain of AHCE. In this 
part, feedback agent diagnoses and fixes many type 
of Arabic character stroke error. Moreover, AHCE 
successfully send immediate feedback with 
automatic error detection to children. Feedback 
agent based on stroke direction detector and stroke 
order detector. 

 
4.3.2.1 Stroke direction detector 

our AHCE system used chain code [28] to 
encode a movement. Chain code is a widely used 
technique that provides an algorithm to represent a 
direction. The chain code encodes a stroke character 
as a sequence of movements through the 
neighboring boundary pixels based on 8-
connectivity. The main purpose of chain code was 
to determine the direction of stroke in Arabic 

alphabet character. The freeman chain code 
algorithm steps defined as below: 

 
Step 1: The absolute difference between y-axis 

 
Step 2: The absolute difference between x-axis 

 
Step 3: Calculate the angle  

 
 
Moreover, the direction of next coordinate from 

current coordinate is determined according to chain 
code. Based on the chain code, the written stroke 
direction determined according to the analysis of 
angle θ. The angle θ produced eight quadrants of 
angle represented to determine the direction of 
points in stroke as shown below in table 2.  

 
Table 2. Direction code angle 

Code Angle (θ) Direction 

C0 355°< θ <5° Right 
C1 5°< θ <85° Up Right 
C2 85° < θ < 95° Up 
C3 95°< θ < 175° Up Left 
C4 175° < θ < 185° Left 
C5 185° < θ < 265° Down Left 
C6 265° < θ < 275° Down 
C7 275° < θ < 355° Down Right 

 
 

4.3.2.2 Stroke order detector 
When children put his/her finger on touch 

screen, the system detected the sequence of x-y 
point coordinate. Until the children move his/her 
finger up, the system store those sequence of point 
as Pi=(xi,yi) such that i=[0,1,...,m-1,m] where m 
number of x-y coordinate. Each stroke had number 
of points as Sn= [p0,p1,...,pm-1,pm], where S is 
stroke, P is point in x-y coordinate, n is number of 
stroke. 
 
4.3.3 Evaluation agent 

In this part, AHCE indicates the Arab children 
level of understanding of learning handwriting 
character concepts. AHCE use fuzzy logic [29] to 
evaluate Arabic children. Fuzzy models successfully 
handle information, and enable representation of 
children handwriting in the same way human 
teachers do. The rules used in AHCE system have a 
form similar to the one in Fig. 8. 
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Figure 8. Example of a rule used 
 
The generalized bell-shaped membership function 

is describing the linguistic variables of input and 
output for the fuzzy inference of AHCE system. The 
bell-shaped membership function can be defined as 
follows: 

 

 
 
Where  denotes the fuzzy degree of 

input x under the linguistic variable xi, a is the half 
width, b controls the slopes at the crossover points, 
c determines the centre of the corresponding 
membership function. 

In Fig. 9 (a), ‘very-large’ is one of the possible 
values of the linguistic input variable ‘character 
error’ and it reflects the number of error when 
children write the character. It takes values in the 
range from 0 to 10, and is defined by four fuzzy 
sets. ‘Character error’ has the range from zero 
(‘very small) to 10 (‘very large) 

 (Fig. 9 (b)) ‘very-easy’ is one of the possible 
values of the linguistic input variable ‘character 
difficulty’ described by the membership function of 
the corresponding fuzzy set. The ‘character 
difficulty’ variable depends on the difficulty of each 
particular character handwriting. It is calculated as 
the value of character handwriting difficulty that the 
children have to write character. ‘Character 
difficulty’ has the range from zero (‘very easy’) to 
100 (‘very difficult’), and is described by five fuzzy 
sets (Fig. 9 (b)).  

‘Young’ is one of the possible values of the 
linguistic input variable ‘children age’ and it reflects 
the age of children on test. Specifically, three fuzzy 
sets (Fig. 9(c)) are defined for the ‘children age’ 
variable: ‘kindergarten’ corresponds to the age of 
children between 1 to 6, ‘young’ for the age of 
children from 6 to 11, and ‘middle age’ for the age 
between 11 to 15. It takes values in the range from 1 
to 15, and is defined by four fuzzy sets (Fig. 9(c)). 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 9 AHCE input fuzzy set 
 
The ‘long’ value in the example means that the 

children has spent less time solving the test than 
he/she should have spent. It is one of the possible 
values of the ‘time consumed’ variable. Specifically, 
five fuzzy sets (Fig. 9(d)) are defined for the ‘time 
consumed’ variable: ‘very short’ corresponds to 
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very fast resolution of a character handwriting, 
‘middle’ for average time consumed of resolving a 
test, and ‘very long’ for very slow character 
handwriting resolving. The value of the variable 
depends on the average time that the tutor has 
defined for solving a particular set of questions in a 
test. 

‘Expert’ is one of the values that can be used to 
represent children evaluation. This value belongs to 
the ‘children evaluation’ variable and takes values 
in the range from 0 to 100. It is defined by six fuzzy 
sets (Fig.10). 

AHCE have successfully evaluate children 
handwriting by encoded a set of fuzzy rules using 
the jfuzzylogic Toolkit [30, 31]. The jfuzzylogic 
Toolkit is a Java API for representing and reasoning 
with fuzzy information. The toolkit consists of a set 
of classes that allow us to build logic fuzzy systems. 
By analysing the behavior of the AHCE feedback 
response, several basic fuzzy rules can be 
summarized to infer the children understanding 
degree for the learned character. To infer the 
children evaluation degree, the reasoning process of 
Mandani’s minimum fuzzy implication. Moreover, 
the defuzzification method of center of gravity is 
employed to obtain the crisp value of children 
evaluation degree [32]. 

 

 
Figure 10 AHCE fuzzy set output 

 

5 Result and Discussion 

5.1 Experimental environment 
Through the work, the proposed prototype of 

AHCE is implemented on the platform of Android. 
Moreover, the front-end script language java is used 
to implement this system. The AHCE has been 
tested on bluestacks simulator. Bluestacks is 
designed to enable Android applications to run on 
Windows personal computers, Macintosh 
computers. Therefore, this implementation is tested 
on Windows 7 64bit operating system with an 
Intel® core i7 CPU(2.5 GHz) and 8GB of RAM. 

5.2 Experimental test 
In this part, AHCE was tested with a set of inputs 

containing all Arabic alphabet letters using a tablet 
and Smartphone’s. The evaluation of AHCE was 
performed in our faculty of Computer Science and 
Informatics. The AHCE system performs analysis to 
preschool children’s handwriting with proposed 
methods and automatically AHCE returns 
immediate feedback result. The result for sample 
Arabic characters illustrated in Fig. 11, 12, 13. 

 

  
(a) direction from left to right (b) AHCE system feedback 

Figure 11. Directional stroke error of character Seen 
 
 
 

  
(a) stroke under (ٮ) (b) AHCE feedback 
Figure 12. Stroke position of Arabic character Theh (ت) 

 
Different kinds of feedback presented depending 

on the scenario. When the input character is correct, 
the screen will display no problem. Otherwise, the 
system will give immediate feedback with error 
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detection. When children wrote a stroke in inverse 
direction, the children have got a direction error 
message, and then AHCE system removes a wrong 
stroke. The directional stroke error in letter seen (س) 
show in Fig. 11. 

Another kind of feedback is when children wrote 
the second stroke in wrong position. The AHCE will 
give immediate feedback with automatic error 
detection in Fig. 12. The last kind of feedback error 
detection shown in Fig.13. When children entered 
an extra stroke to our system, the system automatic 
detects and remove extra stroke. 

The preschool children and their tutors were 
asked to use the AHCE as part of their learning of 
write Arabic alphabet. Arabic children were 
classified to four level based on their ages. After the 
learning was completed, the children and tutors 
were interviewed. A part of the questions was asked 
to the educator illustrated in Table 3. 200 
questionnaires were collected from four levels of 
children groups. The values of Fig. 14 are the result 
of analyses of the questionnaire. The educators and 
children found the whole handwriting learning 
software application improve children handwriting 
and useful. The results specify that educators rated 
the AHCE very highly on acceptability for both 
interactive and ease of use. 

 

  
(a) extra stroke above seen 

 (س)
(b) AHCE feedback 

Figure 13. Extra stroke error of Arabic character Seen 

Table 3. A part of the questionnaire that were asked 

1) It is improve handwriting 
 (a) Disagree    (b) Neutral     (c) Agree 

2) It is user friendly 
 (a) Disagree    (b) Neutral     (c) Agree 

3) It is useful 
 (a) Disagree    (b) Neutral     (c) Agree 

4) It is interactive 
 (a) Disagree    (b) Neutral     (c) Agree 

 

Figure 14. The result of questionnaire 

6 CONCLUSION 
In this study, An intelligent tutoring system for 

handwriting Education has been developed, called 
‘‘AHCE”. Such system has attempted to imitate the 
behavior of an intelligent human tutor and a domain 
expert. In addition, AHCE can be used for the 
purpose of either individual or real classroom 
environment with the guidance of a tutor during a 
formal learning process. Furthermore, it helps Arab 
preschool children to diagnose their handwriting 
mistakes efficiently. Moreover, the proposed AHCE 
has successfully reduced time and effort for Arab 
preschool educators and their children. In the future 
work, the authors will try to develop the proposed 
AHCE system to detect all types of the Arabic 
handwriting learning mistakes. 
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